Structure of boron nitride nanotubes
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We have used high-resolution transmission electron microscopy to resolve the [0001] projected basal plane structure and chirality relationships in boron nitride nanotubes. Evidence for tube growth along both (1010) and (1120) is found. Our results suggest that the (1120) (armchair) tubes form first. Subsequent growth can take the form of a (1010) (zig-zag) tube or additional armchair tubes. In both cases, the additional walls can be accommodated without the need for defect formation for circumferential tube closure. These results suggest that real boron nitride tubes may, in practice, realize their inherently high modulus and display less variation of mechanical properties than tubes comprised of carbon. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Boron nitride (BN) nanotubes have been theoretically predicted1–3 and experimentally observed4 to have interesting mechanical and electrical properties. Although the crystalline nature of multiwall BN tubules has been demonstrated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM),5–13 to this point a detailed examination of their structure has not been undertaken. We describe here results of high-resolution TEM characterization of these materials.

Nanotubes were synthesized via arc deposition, using a B-1 a/o Ni+1 a/o Co anode in a dynamically stabilized nitrogen atmosphere. Details of the synthesis were described previously.10 BN-containing soot was collected from the deposition chamber walls. Samples were prepared for TEM examination by dispersing the soot in isopropanol via ultrasonic agitation, followed by deposition onto a holey carbon-coated 3 mm copper mesh grid. Specimens were examined in a Philips CM300 FEG TEM, operating at 300 kV. Digitized images were then analyzed by fast Hartley transform (FHT) techniques to reveal details of the local structure. All measurements taken from FHT patterns were made with reference to a standard bulk reference standard (GaN).

In agreement with previous TEM examination10 of BN tubes synthesized by the same method, it was found that the majority of the tubes occurred in the form of two wall configurations. Figure 1 shows a TEM micrograph of such a structure. In this particular tube, the innermost tube diameter is ~2.1 nm, consistent with earlier studies of similar tubes.10,13 It should be noted, however, that in the present study other two-walled tubules were found with core diameters up to nearly 3 nm.

It is significant that we are able to resolve the atomic structure in the central region along portions of the tube. FHT analysis was utilized to obtain information on both the {1010} bilayer spacing and the chirality of the tube. In analysis to the carbon nanotube case,14 this bilayer consists of B and N atoms arranged in alternating positions above and below an average position (Fig. 2). As the bilayer separation distance (0.067 nm) is below the line resolution of the instrument (0.10 nm), what is imaged in Fig. 1 is an “averaged out” plane of atoms. Therefore, the “hexagons” observed in the microscope appear to be rotated by 30° with respect to what actually exists in the structure. The FHT pattern for the two-wall tube is shown in Fig. 3(a). Due to the incomplete resolution of the central structure, only a portion of the expected six-fold pattern is obtained. The angle between the (0002) sideline plane FHT maxima and those due to one of the bilayers, say (1010), is seen to be ~83°. As in carbon nanotubes, there are two possible directions for the tube axis, (1010) (“zig-zag” tubes) or (1120) (“armchair” tubes). In an achiral tube with fiber axis along (1010), the maxima due

FIG. 1. Two-walled boron nitride tube, with core structure partially resolved.
FIG. 2. Schematic sketch of boron nitride basal plane, showing the {10\bar{1}0} bilayers.

FIG. 3. FHT spectra of (a) Two-walled, (b) four-walled boron nitride nanotubes. Note orthogonal reflections in (a) and six-fold array in (b). Also note spacing difference in the (0002) reflections (innermost two maxima) between the two cases.

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of diffraction pattern (FHT) expected for the two-walled boron nitride nanotube.

FIG. 5. Four-walled boron nitride tubule. Note particularly well resolved core structure, giving rise to six-fold array of atomic columns.

to the bilayer are orthogonal to those due to the sidewalls. If the fiber axis were (11\bar{2}0), the angle would be 60°. Any chirality in the tube would give rise to additional maxima symmetrically positioned across the orthogonal position. Close examination of Fig. 3(a) reveals that this is indeed the case. Hence, we conclude that this tube has an \(\sim 7°\) chirality. Additional maxima arising from this same tube, due to (01\bar{1}0) and (1\bar{1}00), for example, would be expected at 37° and 19° from the horizontal (the line joining the (0002) maxima). Figure 4 depicts the expected diffraction pattern schematically. We are able to identify such reflections (within a few degrees) at 39° and 19° in Fig. 3(a).

Further examination of Fig. 3(a) reveals that other maxima, due to the second layer, appear at 57° and 64° and at ±4° from the horizontal (the apparent maximum with a streak running through it at \(\sim 60°\) is an artifact of the image processing, as careful examination reveals it not to lie on the same ‘‘circle’’ as the true maxima). A tube aligned along \(\langle 1\bar{1}20 \rangle\) would give rise to maxima at 60° and 0° to the horizontal. The 4° deviation from the expected positions could arise from chirality in the tube. Therefore, this two-walled tube consists of coaxial zig-zag (\(\langle 10\bar{1}0 \rangle\) fiber axis) and armchair (\(\langle 11\bar{2}0 \rangle\) fiber axes) tubes. Although it is not possible to determine from the direct experimental data which tube is innermost, arguments made below suggest that the armchair tube forms initially. This combination of two coaxial tubes with different crystallographic fiber axes explains the incomplete resolution of the [0001] projection in the tube center.

The bilayer spacing was found, from measurements on the FHT pattern, to be 0.22 nm. It should be noted that the maximum measurement error in this technique can be estimated at 5%, even though the systematic error in multiple measurements was less than 2%. Therefore, it can be reliably stated that the lattice spacing of the bilayer lies in the range of 0.21–0.23 nm. The (0002) sidewall spacing was found to be 0.37 nm, which is considerably larger than the expected \(\sim 0.33\) nm for boron nitride. It should be noted, however, that sidewall spacing variations (from an expected 0.34 nm) of this magnitude have been observed in multiwall carbon nanotubes, where they were attributed to intertube repulsion. It should also be noted that no variation in the {10\bar{1}0} bilayer spacing was seen, nor did any noticeable tube structural degradation take place during the duration of the through-focal series of image exposures. Therefore, electron beam heating effects were not a factor. This sidewall spacing leads to an interesting geometrical argument, as will be described.

Although the majority of the tubules were of the two-walled variety, other forms were occasionally encountered. Figure 5 shows a four-walled tube in which the core structure is particularly well resolved. The FHT pattern [Fig. 3(b)] gives the full six-fold array of maxima from the {10\bar{1}0} bilayers comprising the core region. In this case, we observe a symmetrical splitting of all maxima. Analysis of the FHT pattern shows the fiber axis to be (1\bar{1}20), and that there is a small (~4°) chirality present. It is interesting to note that this chirality is the same as was found for one of the two-walled tubes, aligned along this same direction. The nearly achiral alignment of all four tubes is evident from the excellent resolution of the core structure itself. In this case, we measured the (0002) and {101\bar{0}} bilayer spacings as 0.34 and 0.22 nm, respectively.

The observation of near-zero chirality boron nitride nanotubes can be reconciled by considering the geometry involved in ‘‘rolling up’’ a sheet into a tube. For tubes aligned along \(\langle 10\bar{1}0 \rangle\) (zig-zag tubes), the ‘‘width’’ of a unit cell orthogonal to the tube axis is 0.254 nm (utilizing the
0.22 nm bilayer spacing determined as previously mentioned). Therefore, the circumference (\(2\pi \times 0.34\) nm) of a tube is not a precise multiple of 0.254 nm (= 8.4). However, if the (0002) spacing is allowed to “relax” to 0.37 nm (as just stated), this ratio becomes 9.15, much closer to an integer. Therefore, the strain due to the addition of tube layers can be accommodated without the need to introduce “interfacial dislocations.” Consequently, an ABAB hexagonal stacking can be maintained throughout the structure.

For tubes with an axis along \((\overline{1}0\overline{2}0)\), the unit cell width becomes \(\sqrt{3} \times (0.254)\). For our four-walled tube, with an (0002) spacing of 0.34 nm, the circumference/hexagon width ratio is 4.85, also not far from an integer. Since in both cases these tubes are inherently more defect-free, enhanced mechanical properties may be realized in practice.

It is of interest to speculate as to why \((\overline{1}0\overline{2}0)\) alignment prevails through all four layers in the four-walled tube, while the (apparently) outermost layer in the two-walled case aligns along \((10\overline{1}0)\). Assuming that the \((\overline{1}0\overline{2}0)\) tube alignment is energetically favorable (as evidenced by the four-wall example), this observation suggests that the outer layer in the two-walled nanotube has realigned. In addition, since the same geometrical arguments can be made for pure carbon nanotubes, one may wonder why similar results have not been reported in carbon nanotubes, despite extensive study.

In the BN case, the hexagons that comprise the nanotube layers consist of alternating B and N atoms (Fig. 2), which lead to a surface energy difference between zig-zag and armchair configurations. Since an atomic layer of B atoms is of considerably larger surface energy than one comprised of N atoms, zig-zag tubes oriented such that N atoms form the top layer (assuming growth along the tube axis) are energetically favorable. These layers form alternately with the higher energy layers (B atom termination). In the armchair case, however, each additional surface layer added (comprised of an equal number of N and B atoms) is energetically equivalent. This constant energy growth mode is preferable to the “high-low” sequence involved in zig-zag tube growth. In the case of carbon nanotubes, since all atoms are identical, there is no a priori preference of tube growth direction.

It has been postulated\(^\text{10,19}\) that BN nanotube growth terminates upon impingement with small metal catalyst clusters, or in flat-ended caps comprised of B–N bonds\(^\text{17-20}\) (unlike the case of carbon nanotubes, which terminate in caps made up of polygons). Indeed, we have seen evidence for the former mechanism in the present work. We propose that upon growth termination the outermost tubule in a two-walled nanotube experiences a repulsive force due to the (smaller diameter) inner tube, giving rise to an intertube spacing greater than the \(-0.33\) nm equilibrium spacing found in bulk BN. The outer BN tube then undergoes atomic rearrangement, resulting in alignment along \((10\overline{1}0)\), to minimize the strain necessary to ensure tube closure. Such atomic rearrangements are plausible at the high growth temperatures (\(\sim 1000^\circ C\)) involved. If the growth is not terminated at two layers, additional tubes can be added in the lower energy armchair configuration, with minimal straining necessary for tube closure. The outermost tubules in such cases experience less repulsive force from the innermost tubes and the equilibrium BN interwall spacing is maintained. Therefore, the layers are “locked-in” to the armchair configuration. None of these processes would necessarily take place in carbon nanotubes, since the armchair configuration has no energetic advantage over zig-zag tubes.

The larger tube interwall spacing in two-walled BN nanotubes suggests that lower (than carbon nanotubes) friction “bearings”\(^\text{21}\) could be constructed from such structures.

The authors wish to note that subsequent to manuscript preparation, imaging of the central region of a three-walled BN nanotube, grown by chemical vapor deposition was reported.\(^\text{22}\) The authors acknowledge this important contribution to the field.
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